
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Felt: blush, light pink, white, 
sa�ron, &  steel blue
Embroidery Floss: blush, white,
& sa�ron
Blush Pink Yarn
Air Dry Fabric Marker
14” Long Dowel 
Twine
Craft or Fabric Glue

Tools

Scissors
Sewing needle
Yarn Needle
Straight Pins
Sewing Machine
Iron
Small Pom Pom Maker

Felt Mushroom Banner

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Prepare banner pattern and cut canvas.

3. Fold and press the 4 bottom edges over 1/4” and sew closed. Fold the top   
 down 1”, press and sew clsoed to make a tube for the wooden dowel.

4. Cut felt pieces according to pattern.

5. Glue the stem of the mushroom to the light pink cap. Stitch long straight   
 lines with white embroidery floss, going from the center stem outward. You   
 can use a air dry fabric marker to help guide your stitches.

6. Seed stitch some details onto both of the mushroom stems in white.

7. Draw a spiral on the snail shell with marker, and straight lines on the two   
 leaves. Sew a running stitch over the lines with sa�ron color floss.

8. Assemble and glue felt pieces onto the canvas banner, following the    
 illustration on the template.

9. Straight stitch stems in blush pink floss just under the six pink circles.

10.  Make a pink yarn pom pom with a small pom pom maker and trim. Thread a  
 short length of yarn through a yarn needle.

11. Use needle to string yarn through the center of the pom pom and knot the   
 ends. Pull the loop so the knot is hidden in the pom.

12. Slide the wooden dowel into the banner and tie a length of twine onto both   
 ends of the dowel. Hang the pom pom on one end (you can use a bit of glue   
 to hold in place).


